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Abstract
Grid computing has been subject of many large national and international IT projects in the past. However, not all
goals of these projects have been achieved. Particularly, the number of users are lagging behind the forecast of many
grid projects. This underachievement may have caused the claim that the grid concept is on the way to be replaced by
Cloud computing and various X-as-a-Service approaches. In this paper, we try to analyze the current situation and to
identify promising directions for future grid development. Although there are shortcomings in current grid systems,
we are convinced that the grid concept is still valid and can benefit from new developments like Cloud computing.
Further, we strongly believe that some future applications need this concept and that in turn more research is required
to turn this concept into reliable, efficient and easy to use implementations.
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During the last sixty years the general impact of
computing has increased continually. On the one
hand, computing has become ubiquitous by using
microcontrollers to embed compute agents into
many devices of our daily life [50]. On the other
hand, the execution of large scale simulation tasks
and the use of large data bases have become key elements for problem solving in many disciplines, from
natural sciences via engineering even to the humanities. It is obvious that networks are indispensable
in ubiquitous computing as each individual device
only possesses a very limited view of the world and
it is only by sharing information with other devices
that many desired goals, like increasing energy efficiency in a building, can be achieved. Networks
also play an important role in high performance
computing as there are only a limited number of
May 3, 2010

cle physics 28 [29,6]. But in general, the number of
users is still small compared to the forecasts often
publicly announced in project descriptions and vision publications. This leads to the question whether
the originally claimed goals are achievable at all and
if yes what is required to achieve the goals.
Faced with this mood of uncertainty, the authors
of this paper feel that it is time to reflect on the
foundations of grid computing in order to determine
the most promising directions of grid research and
development. They met in a Dagstuhl perspectives
workshop in February 2009 to discuss the current
situation and the likely future evolution of grid computing. This article is based upon the results of this
meeting.
The paper is organized as follows: After presenting
some definitions of computing grids in Section 2,
Section 3 compares the development of grids to the
development of the Internet, the most prominent
IT success story, showing many similarities to grid
computing at first glance. Then Section 4 describes
current and future applications that are most likely
to benefit from grid computing. Section 5 discusses
the most suitable architectural and organizational
structure in connection with grids while challenges
in the design of grid middleware, the key software
component of grids, are subject of Section 6. The
relationship between grid and Cloud computing is
addressed in Section 7. Finally, we conclude with a
summary and a brief outlook in Section 8.

supercomputers in the world and in general, users
cannot be expected to relocate close to these supercomputers in order to local gain access to them.
Therefore, remote computing via networks is the
method of choice for high performance computing.
Further, a significant number of companies also
uses networks in a similar fashion when outsourcing
their IT tasks to an external provider with the goal
to reduce IT expenses. This approach is often based
on the observation that large compute installations
administered by experts can be run more efficiently
than scattered installations of the same aggregated
size.
The performance and reliability of our IT networks has led to the idea of extending the concept of
remote computing to a significant larger set of users
similar to the provisioning of electric power to every
user even in the most remote place in a country with
the help of power nets. Borrowing the name from
the electrical power infrastructure, grid computing
was born. Particularly for users who do not know
or cannot afford to manage suitable IT systems by
their own and who have no access to a sufficiently
large local compute center, grid computing is particularly appealing. The idea was so convincing that for
more than ten years, grid computing has been promoted as the global computing infrastructure of the
future [24,5]. For instance, Jeremy Rifkin considered
it as one of sources of the impact of scientific and
technological changes on economy and society [37].
This more or less generally accepted potential of
grid computing has convinced many countries to
provide significant investments into the generation
of a grid computing infrastructure during the past
years, like, for instance, the D-Grid initiative in Germany 22 [42,25], Grid’5000 in France [8], DAS in The
Netherlands [4], PL-Grid in Poland 23 , NAREGI in
Japan 24 , or Open Science Grid 25 [31] and TeraGrid 26 in the USA, to name just a few. Some specific
variants of grid computing that are closely related
to distributed computing, like Enterprise grids 27 ,
have already reached production status. The same
is true for a few large scale grids spanning many different administration domains in communities that
require huge amounts of data and use a hierarchical
storage concept, like the IT infrastructure for parti-

2. What is a Computing Grid?
Any analysis of grid computing is handicapped
by the lack of a generally accepted definition of grid
computing. In Section 1, we have already mentioned
improved efficiency and cost reduction as reasons to
introduce grid computing. The focus on these reasons has recently led to the infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) variant of Cloud computing, see Section 7. In
addition, there are other advantages that people expect from grid computing. To discuss these advantages, we start by citing several descriptions of grid
computing: A computing grid
– provides . . . coordinated resource sharing and
problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional
virtual organizations [22].
– . . . coordinates resources that are not subject
to centralized control . . . using standard, open,

22 www.d-grid.de
23 www.plgrid.pl
24 www.naregi.org
25 www.opensciencegrid.org
26 www.teragrid.org
27 www.opengroup.org/ges/

28 www.eu-egee.org/
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minimal support for a VRE and can formally be
considered a computing grid using our definition.
But if we require more extensive support, no other
presently used version of a distributed system satisfies our definition.
3. Lessons to Be Learned from the Internet
Note that the last of the four cited definitions in
Section 2 emphasizes the role of the Internet in grid
computing. But the Internet is not only a vehicle for
grid computing, the Web already satisfies some of
mentioned characteristics of the grid, see Section 2:
(i) We already share resources over the Internet,
like, for instance, information, music, and
movies.
(ii) Via the Internet, we have access to a multitude of Web services based on general purpose
protocols and interfaces.
(iii) The Internet is highly dynamic and its resources are not subject to centralized control.
Therefore, it is not really surprising that some people simply consider grid computing as the next evolutionary step in Internet development and have selected the name Next Generation Internet [26] for
grid computing. But in academic research, Internet technology has become indispensable nowadays
while many grid projects still lack a sufficient number of users. Hence, is the name Next Generation Internet really appropriate? To this end, we compare
the development of the Internet with the present
state of grid computing. This comparison may also
help us in determining appropriate directions for future grid research and development.

Figure 1. Foster’s Model of Grid Computing.

general-purpose protocols and interfaces . . . to
deliver nontrivial qualities of service [20].
– . . . enables resource virtualization, on-demand
provisioning, and service (resource) sharing between organizations [34].
– constitutes . . . a service for sharing computer
power and data storage capacity over the Internet 29 .
Although we are aware that there are more definitions or descriptions of grid computing we decided
to use the list above in our paper as we feel that this
list provides a reasonable collection of descriptions.
Fig 1 depicts the grid model of Foster et al. [22,20].
These descriptions indicate that grid is not only
an infrastructure but in addition or even primarily
a paradigm of sharing, selecting, and aggregating of
large scale geographically distributed and (possibly)
virtualized resources (people, software, data, computers, experiment equipment) depending on availability, capability, cost, and QoS requirements for
solving large-scale problems [24]. This paradigm is
strongly related to a new approach of organizing
researchers within a discipline: the virtual organization (VO) and the virtual research environment
(VRE). Therefore, we use the following definition:
A computing grid is a distributed system that supports a virtual research environment across different
institutions.
This definition is closely related to Foster’s definition [22]. However, it remains vague regarding the
degree of VRE support. For instance, video conferences via the Web constitute some form of VRE
support. Therefore, the Web already provides some

3.1. Initial situation
The initial situations of Internet and grid computing development differ significantly: The Internet
started nearly from scratch while grid technology is
based on substantial experiences in distributed computing and on a well established network infrastructure. Due to the lack of previous experiences during
the first days of the Internet, even small advances
were welcome although some design decisions during the development of the Internet technology later
proved to be unsuitable and had to be amended. In
such cases, older technology was typically replaced
step-by-step with new and more suitable components instead of possibly waiting a long time for the
perfect solution. We have stated already that expec-

29 cdsweb.cern.ch/record/976156/files/it-brochure-2006-

002.pdf
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tations in grid technology were too high at the beginning, maybe due to previous experiences with distributed systems and the Internet. Moreover, compatibility with older systems is often required due to
an existing relationship to other systems. The combination of these expectations and requirements has
produced a high threshold that is almost impossible to be reached by any new system immediately.
Therefore, we feel that a step-by-step approach of
the early Internet would also be appropriate for developing grid technology despite the different initial
situation. To this end, we first need to identify the
key properties and requirements of grid technology
and their future potentials. Then we may continue
by enhancing existing technologies for networks and
distributed computing with components implementing these properties and requirements.

plex than Internet middleware, the observation of
standards is even more important. Therefore, we
agree with Foster [20] and believe that it is important to leverage the standardization process for grid
systems and to use standards in future grid applications in the most flexible way.
3.4. Scaling
It is well established that Internet technology
scales with respect to the number of users, available
bandwidth and others aspects while the actual usage numbers do not allow validating such a claim for
grid computing. However, scalability is a key issue
for widespread use of grid technology. Therefore,
it is crucial to further address this issue especially
regarding important properties of the infrastructure, like stability and reliability for users. To this
end, we need a careful analysis of the few existing
production grids and commercial IaaS installations
to determine potential problems.

3.2. Infrastructure
One of the key success factors of the Internet is its
stable infrastructure that serves as a foundation for
numerous Internet services today. This infrastructure provides a vehicle for service delivery which,
from a user’s point of view, is reliable, easy to access, and through appropriate market developments
relatively cheap. A similar infrastructure will also
help in the adoption of grid computing as grid technology is supposed to perform an intermediate delivery function for applications. Unfortunately, most
grid infrastructures of today do not yet satisfy the
characteristics mentioned above. We believe that
even excellent results in grid research are not sufficient to convince grid providers and grid users if an
appropriate infrastructure is not available. Therefore, specific activities must be devoted towards establishing such an infrastructure even if its initial
functionality does not satisfies all properties of grid
computing. In our view, Cloud computing is a step
in this direction.

3.5. Sharing
The Internet is a shared resource. This sharing is
executed on the technical level and usually invisible
to a user in modern networks. Although our definitions point out the importance of the resource sharing paradigm it turned out that boundlessness of this
feature is not desired by everyone: Most grid users
only want to share their resources, like data and
compute power, with a well defined and restricted
set of users and therefore may be reluctant to join
grid computing. Hence, we believe that it is important to modify the old sharing paradigm to concepts
that support well-defined collaborations on all scales
and to develop new tools that support this selective
resource sharing.
4. Grid Applications

3.3. The use of standards
The world wide acceptance of the Internet is
based to a large extend on the multitude of Internet
and Web applications. We are convinced that a successful establishment of large scale computing grids
similarly requires key applications that benefit from
the grid. Many grid projects exist that support a
multitude of different applications from different
disciplines including art and humanities [7]. For instance, in Open Science data, results, methods and

Internet technology is based on (quasi-)standards
on all technical levels. For the lower (physical) level,
like the Ethernet, standardized specifications have
cleared the way to mass products that are both reliable and cheap. On higher levels, standards are
necessary to achieve interoperability with the help
of professionally produced and maintained middleware. As grid middleware is likely to be more com4

generate and maintain all these data as the LHC
experiments clearly demonstrate. In order to obtain the largest possible benefit for these expenses,
these data are made available to many research
groups that participate in the exploitation of the
data. To this end, virtual research environments
(VRE) and virtual organizations (VO) must be established [41,38]. Therefore, it is not sufficient to
merely provide more compute power combined with
storage and data management by establishing more
clusters and supercomputers. In addition, we need
a computing infrastructure that supports VOs and
is part of a VRE to be well suited for these problems. According to our definition in Section 3, such
an infrastructure is called a computing grid.
But the availability of such an infrastructure is
only a prerequisite to address the mentioned scientific problems. For instance, the forth coming data
explosion also requires sophisticated techniques, to
register, transport, store, manipulate, and share the
data. Further, the management of data quality, the
ontologies of the descriptors, and the handling of errors in the data will develop into important prerequisites for valid research processes using these data.
As clearly indicated by the current controversy in
evaluation of climate data, the long-term storage of
original data and their availability is a precondition
for transparency of and trust in the these processes.
The goal of a suitable VRE can only be achieved
once all these problems have been resolved.
Further, we believe that more disciplines will use
modeling and simulation to address their problems
leading to a increased demand in new methodologies that exploit the available IT infrastructure. For
instance, consider the combination of analysis in the
biomedical sciences with phenotype data including
biosignals. There, we have data from virtually all
levels between molecule and man and yet there are
no models to allow studying these processes as a
whole. It is a real complex system: from a biological
cell, made of thousands of different molecules that
work together, via billions of cells that build our tissue, organs and immune system, to our society, six
billion unique interacting individuals. The complete
cascade from the genome, proteome, metabolome,
physiome to health constitutes multi-scale, multiscience systems and is an example of crossing of
many temporal and spatial scales [46]. Therefore,
researchers face the challenge to study not only the
fundamental processes on all these separate scales,
but also their mutual coupling through the scales
in the overall system, and the resulting emergent

software tools are freely available enabling massively distributed collaboration supporting further
development of the virtual research environments.
myExperiment 30 [39], originally developed to support workflow applications on grid systems is considered as an example of Science 2.0 tools. Further
with respect to production status, there is one area
that already today heavily uses grid computing and
requires a large scale production grid: the evaluation of particle collision experiments particularly
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The corresponding applications are characterized by a very large
volume of scientific data that is shared among
many research groups. These research groups need
a significant amount of computing power to evaluate the data and produce new data that are made
available to other groups as well. To support the
researchers, an compute environment named the
Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) has
been established. This environment monitors the
sites participating in the grid and assures some
quality of service. Although the CERN description
of a grid used in Section 3 strongly resembles the
IaaS Cloud computing variant, the WLCG also satisfies grid properties as defined by Foster et al. [20].
Moreover, this concept is not singular, as many new
ESFRI (European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures) projects of the EU plan to establish
similar research infrastructures. Looking at these
projects, we conclude that a typical grid application
is related to modeling and simulation of technical
systems and real world processes and accesses very
large databases.
Modeling of systems and processes for scientific
purposes started around 1960 with rather simple
mathematical tools. Methodological shortcomings,
limited computer resources and underestimation
of complexity were the key reasons for the failure
of this approach at that time. The advent of High
Performance Computing tools and advanced IT
resources revived the idea to model complex systems and helped to produce new scientific methods.
Now, the modeling world is governed by parallel
computing and networking of resources: It is not
a coincidence that the fastest computer for some
years was called Earth Simulator [40]. Further, recent advances in experimental techniques such as
detectors, sensors, and scanners have opened up
new windows into physical and biological processes
on many levels of detail. However, it is expensive to
30 myexperiment.org
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features of a virtual environment but do not access
very large data sets.
In general, the benefit of databases increases exponentially with the amount and dimensionality
of the available data. Based on access to different
databases, sophisticated algorithms [28] will provide
various services, up to a one-to-one mapping of real
world phenomena into a virtual world environment.

properties. Understanding, quantifying and handling these processes is one of the biggest scientific
challenges of our time [45,47,27] requiring more advanced, collaborative problem solving environments
based on workflow systems [51] and virtual laboratories [9]. The challenge includes understanding how
one can reconstruct multi-level systems and their
dynamics through computational simulation that
connect models to massive sets of heterogeneous
and often incomplete data. Conceptual, theoretical and methodological foundations are necessary
in understanding these multi-scale processes, dynamic networks, and the associated predictability
limits of such large scale computer simulations.
An example where new IT methods support new
ways to understand complex systems comes from
the European ViroLab project 31 , where novel distributed computing techniques are combined with
novel computational methods in order to provide
medical doctors with a decision support system for
drug ranking, see Sloot et al. [44,43]. Such a virtual
laboratory is part of a virtual research environment
that is not provided by present distributed and high
performance computing concepts.
Looking further into the future, we expect the additional inclusion of environmental data to be a potential next step. However, it will substantially add
to the complexity of the model and is therefore not
likely to start in the immediate future. Looking at
the Web applications of today, we observe that social networks like Facebook 32 [1] or MySpace 33 [49]
are particularly appealing because of the aggregated
information provided by links which build complex
network structures that reveal previously unknown
relationships between nodes representing people or
organizations. Other popular services, like Earth 34 ,
mainly exploit one dimension: they serve a single
purpose such as finding a restaurant or the shortest route from A to B. Their usefulness increases
by adding further spatial and temporal information
from many different sources resulting in a multidimensional data space that allows us to address various real world problems. A simple but striking example is the recent tracing of flue activities by analyzing the keywords typed into search engines by
users. Present Web applications already offer some

5. Architecture of Grids
In Section 1, we mentioned that the model of a
computing grid is based upon the electrical power
grid. Undoubtedly, there is a lot of similarity between the electrical power grid and computing grids:
(i) the availability of an efficient network infrastructure reaching almost everyone
(ii) the efficient generation of (electrical or computing) power in large installations
(iii) the simple integration of additional distributed providers (solar or wind energy or
special hardware)
But while electrical power is simply provided in
the elementary form of current and voltage there
is a large diversity of resources in the IT world.
Even if we restrict ourselves to hardware and operating systems, there exist already a multitude of different options. Moreover, the mere provisioning of
hardware and system software is only sufficient for
standard applications or for users with significant
IT knowledge that program their own applications.
Users with little experience in programming need
additional support to exploit nontrivial qualities of
service [20]. For them, the idea of Software as a Service (SaaS) dedicated to their need is particularly
appealing.
To consider this diversity within computing grids,
we need to take a closer look into their structure.
Based on our already mentioned observations, a grid
system consists of the following major groups of
components:
(i) Different hardware resources like processors,
storage, networks, and possibly sensors including the corresponding system software
(ii) Discipline-independent software to manage,
for instance, virtual organizations, data, and
access to the various resources
(iii) Application software dedicated to the needs
of the various virtual organizations within a
virtual research environment

31 www.virolab.org
32 www.facebook.com
33 www.myspace.com
34 earth.google.com
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This classification of grid components strongly
suggests to represent the organizational structure of
a grid by using layers: Hardware forms the bottom
layer encapsulated by a management software layer.
The third layer consists of the discipline-specific application software and uses the services of the management software layer while any user-specific application forms the top layer and only accesses the
services of the discipline-specific software layer, see
Fig. 2.
Let us look closer into the various layers: In general, the hardware layer contains a large number of
heterogeneous resources. But not all users are allowed access to all resources. For instance, medical
data is available to users with special access permission to guarantee data privacy protection of patients. It is one task of the management layer to
guard this access. Further, the management layer
must guarantee seamless interplay between the resources while hiding most heterogeneity from the
user. The discipline-specific software layer provides
tools that are particularly useful for the target group
of users. This layer constitutes the visible part of
the virtual research environment (VRE) of a discipline. In an ideal world, the user only needs to configure the tools of the VRE to create the desired application. It is important to realize that there will
be many different implementations of the first and
the third layers due to the large number of different
resource types in the grid and due to the different
disciplines participating using grid computing.
Note that many existing resources come with their
own (legacy) software and many users also rely on
existing software. The described diversity in combination with legacy systems creates a design challenge particularly for the second layer as it is almost
impossible to find designers and administrators who
overlook a large system like a computing grid. This
design problem is significantly larger than its counterpart during the development of the Internet that
does not face so much diversity nor many legacy
components. To address this challenge, teams are
typically formed with different responsibilities.
These teams must cooperate to establish such a
layered structure. To support such cooperation, we
consider the use of standard, open, general-purpose
protocols and interfaces to be indispensable, see also
Foster et al. [20]. There are already a few examples
for successful grid standards, see [36,21,2]. But as
all these protocols and interfaces must be carefully
maintained it is also necessary to control their number and their complexity. This is particularly true

in a grid containing many heterogeneous resources
and VREs. Unfortunately, the attempt to address
the heterogeneity of resources and applications in
a broad way has produced large and complex grid
middleware stacks that often exhibit a high operational complexity as well, see also Section 6. To show
the reason for this complexity we present a simplified grid job submission process:
At the beginning of the submission process, a user
must authenticate himself to gain access to the required resources. To support user migration between
different VREs, the authentication service is common to all VREs and should be part of the management software layer. After authentication another
management software service determines VO membership information using data of the appropriate
VRE. Now the user is able to access the software
services of his VRE and to build a job request. His
credentials are added to the grid object representing
this job request. This object is then again forwarded
to the management layer where a service uses the
properties of the grid object to initiate a data query
possibly followed by a computation request in some
other resource. Another service of the management
software layer is responsible for the data transfer to
the computing resource and finally back to the VRE.
There yet another service handles visualization of the
results and embeds it into the software of the user.
The example shows that the process may flow
back and forth through the layers. Of course this
flow depends on the assignment of components
and functionality to layers. This assignment determines performance and manageability of the
architecture. The flow is also important for service
level agreements (SLA): In case of a failure, the responsible component must be determined as the various grid components are likely to be owned by different organizations. Therefore, SLAs typically require a tracing functionality that allows a reliable failure localization. Unfortunately, it is generally difficult to reverse an assignment decision once
made. Therefore, we suggest the extensive evaluation of use cases to determine appropriate assignments and interfaces in the architecture.
Further, the described complexity is frequently an
obstacle to the integration of new resources or applications and therefore reduces flexibility. We see
two main alternatives to address this problem: On
the one hand, we can strive for less complex middleware systems with reduced functionality, see Section 6. On the other hand, we can try to manage
this complexity by enforcing strict guide lines during
7

Figure 2. Layer Structure of Grids.

cific platform. Services do not directly map to a
programming language entity.
Due to the existent middlewares of distributed
systems and different VREs looking for grid solutions, there are currently multiple versions of grid
middlewares often named middleware stacks, like
gLite [30], Globus Toolkit [23], UNICORE [18],
ARC [16], and others. These stacks generate a
new type of heterogeneity as they provide different functionalities and serve different application
domains although most of them support the Open
Service Grid Architecture (OGSA) that was developed within the Global Grid Forum (GGF), now
the Open Grid Forum (OGF) 35 . But even the development of the OGSA was not straight forward:
First, it was based on the Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI). Later, the OGSI was more or less
replaced by the Web Service Resource Framework
(WSRF). Now, the new Globus Toolkit Version 5
does not include anymore the Web service components of Globus Toolkit Version 4. Unfortunately,
none of the available stacks is generally accepted by
all user communities. As they do not yet support
common interfaces the European Grid initiative
(EGI) 36 intends to initiate a standardization effort
called unified middleware distribution (UMD).
Moreover, in their present state, we must consider
these middleware stacks to be still in the state of experimental software, that tries to solve problems
with a best effort approach. This is even true for
gLite that is used in the WLCG. Although it is not

development and operation. However, as the latter
approach bears the risk that these guidelines negatively affect development of grid technology, we prefer the first one.
6. Grid Middleware
The middleware plays a prominent role in distributed systems as it connects the different parts of
such a system and thus generates a useful environment. Therefore, the grid middleware is the major
part of the management software layer. It is often
based upon the middleware of distributed systems,
using some or all of the following components [35]:
– Communicating processes that enable the exchange of messages (sockets, MPI, PVM). These
processes are often supported by application
programming interfaces (APIs).
– Remote procedure calls that transfer control from
one process to another one. They include an interface definition and implement a programming
language entity (a function).
– Objects within the Distributed Object Oriented
Architecture, that enable a transparent access to
objects within a distributed system. They implement a programming language entity (an object)
as well.
– Components using the Component Oriented Architecture that allow a modular system regarding composition, configuration, and deployment.
They are supported by programming language entities (extensions of objects).
– Services within a Service Oriented Architecture
that provide functionality independent of a spe-

35 www.ogf.org
36 www.egi.eu
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possible to identify a single reason for the current
state and diversity of grid middleware implementations we believe that past funding approaches, lack
of sufficient basic research, and partial use of technologies that were not yet mature enough significantly contributed to the present situation. In our
view, a new approach to design future grid middleware is required.

tems often resulting in user disappointment as the
expected production quality of the grid systems
could not be achieved. We see a main reason for this
problem in funding strategies that have put significant resources towards development of production
grids while separate software research projects were
supported on a smaller scale. Therefore, these research projects were rarely exposed to real life input
data preventing to test scalability and performance
issues. Of course, it is generally impossible to carry
out experiments on a production grid middleware
itself without generating threats to the reliable execution of user applications. But we strongly believe
that these experiments are necessary to improve
the maturity of grid middleware.
To handle this dilemma, we suggest to establish
a development process of a future grid middleware
that consists of two parts: a research part where
computer scientists seek the next breakthrough in
technology with the help of prototype implementations and experiments, and an engineering part
that ensures production quality of the grid middleware used for grid applications and provides feedback to the researchers. Both parts must be granted
their share of access to the resource. Further, a close
collaboration between researchers and engineers is
required to identify problems when operating a production infrastructure and to generate solutions that
have been intensively and rigorously tested using experimental large scale grid platforms. To our knowledge, only few initiatives have been started so far
to overcome this situation, like DAS in the Netherlands or the French Grid’5000.

6.1. Grid applications and past experiences
During the past ten years, different implementations of grid middleware have been tested with
various applications. To satisfy the claim of applicability of grid technology to many different disciplines while preserving existing structures, developers sometimes simply integrated new functionalities
into existing software systems. This has led to a loss
of structure within and between the layers and increased complexity. We believe that in the future,
the definition of a minimal set of grid middleware components is necessary. These components
must be based on commonalities between different
application functionalities and provide a sufficient
foundation to support these applications. Specific
requirements of the application must be satisfied by
separate services within the management software
layer or the VRE layer. To design such a middleware - either from scratch or as a modification of
existing grid middleware - we should exploit experiences from past grid projects, carefully analyze grid
applications and determine how to cluster them according to the functionalities they require from a
middleware system. Similarly, the requirements of
resource providers must also be taken into account.
This analysis must lead to a definition of grid middleware functionalities that may then be split into
components and implemented individually following common software engineering principles. As already mentioned this process must be accompanied
by standardization efforts to provide well-defined interfaces between the different components of the grid
architecture. Of course, due to further development
of grid applications, grid middleware must be able
to consider changing requirements over the course
of time.

6.3. Middleware interoperability
In general, interoperability is the ability of a system to cooperate with or to exploit functions or services of another system possibly belonging to a different organization. More particular, the Grid gurus
website 37 states:
Interoperability is the native ability of grids and
grid technologies to interact directly via common
open standards.
Other definitions of grid interoperability have been
given by Field and Schulz [19]. While grid interoperability can be achieved in different layers it is usually assumed that the middleware is responsible for

6.2. Experimental and production middleware
We have already mentioned that experimental
grid middleware is used to run production grid sys-

37 gridgurus.typepad.com/grid_gurus/2008/06/grid-

interopera.html
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it. To describe the present situation of grid middleware regarding interoperability, we again employ a
comparison between the Internet and grids, see Section 3:
Anyone is capable of addressing, but not always
accessing for obvious security reasons, any physical
node or software service available on the Internet.
This property is achieved by a single distributed DNS
service that is made available to all operating systems
and middlewares. Now consider an alternative Internet with several distinct and incompatible DNS systems controlled by various organizations that manage
their own set of routers. It is highly unlikely that this
alternative approach would have produced the same
success.
Yet, this scenario of the alternative Internet resembles the current grid situation where several grid
middleware stacks co-exist today managing their
own infrastructures and resources. These stacks create isolated silos instead of providing a global pool
of addressable resources. There is still a lack of interoperability between existing stacks although several attempts have been made to investigate this issue in various EU-funded projects like UNIGRID,
GRIP or DataTAG [14]. Grid interoperability was
also the subject of an intense collaboration between
European and US teams managing grid infrastructures such as the Open Science Grid and EGEE. But
most of these projects only consider interoperability
between no more than two existing grid middleware
stacks instead of addressing it in a more global way.
D-Grid uses another approach and tries to address
this problem by implementing the compute elements
of the middlewares UNICORE, gLite, and Globus
on each cluster such that the worker nodes can be
accessed by each middleware [42].
But is interoperability really as important in grids
as it is in the Internet? To answer this question, it
is necessary to determine the benefits of interoperability in grids.
– User interoperability allows users to seamlessly migrate from one VRE to another. However, we expect that the VRE hides middleware
functionality from the user. Therefore, user interoperability can be achieved on the VRE level
and does not necessarily need middleware interoperability.
– Resource interoperability enables users from
different VREs to use the same resources without requiring the resource provider to install and
maintain different grid middlewares. Resource
interoperability is certainly beneficial if resources

are really used by applications from different
VREs. This is likely to be true for compute resources and corresponding system software. However, it is doubtful that high energy physicists will
really use the databases of climate researchers.
– Design interoperability permits the transfer
of a design concept from one VRE to another.
As there are significant differences between the
state of grid development for the various disciplines VRE, development is likely to happen in a
staggered fashion. Here interoperability will help
to exploit synergies and reduce development cost.
We believe that currently user interoperability is
not yet a convincing reason but it may become more
important in the future with the further advance
of interdisciplinary research. Then, for instance, a
physician may be interested to evaluate past climate
data to study the spread of a disease over time. Resource interoperability regarding compute and storage resources is usually achieved with the help of
virtualization. The above mentioned advance of interdisciplinary research in the future may also increase the importance of data interoperability. It is
generally acknowledged that many grid applications
need to access and share multiple data sources that
are widely distributed [33]. Due to the variety and
heterogeneity of both applications and data-related
resources particularly in interdisciplinary research,
the middleware must support higher-level models
and services that assist users in exploiting several
data repositories within an application. Frequently,
these data repositories have been created by different organizations that often reserve the right to
make local, independent decisions about their best
data management paradigm. We believe that these
organizations do not want to implement interoperating software nor that grid users want to address these
interoperability problems. In order to allow middleware to handle them, common data formats as well
as a common metadata format and structure must
be defined. Finally, design interoperability is particularly important for the development of grid systems for new disciplines and particularly concerns
service interoperability. This service interoperability
mainly uses two basic mechanisms: standard interface description possibly with proper metadata carrying associated non functional information, and reflection, supporting inspection of the interfaces and
of the information associated to these interfaces. A
specific part of service interoperability is security
and authentication interoperability. The agreement
on a common, shared security infrastructure is actu10

ally a condition sine qua non for any interoperability
in grids. Interoperability simply cannot be achieved
without an agreement concerning the security procedures. This agreement must preserve the disjoint
security and authentication mechanisms of the cooperating grids.

facturers or communities developing the operating systems while only an agreement by the people actually using grid interoperability is necessary for promotion of a functionality into a new
service.
We believe that a combination of both approaches
significantly reduces the size of a grid middleware
while still leaving enough space to implement in the
grid middleware those mechanisms and policies that
are neither fully general nor very basic to be completely independent of the grid implementation at
hand.

6.4. Middleware realization
We have already stated that in our view, the size
and the functionality of existing middleware stacks
are the main hurdle to achieve production status and
interoperability. Therefore, we suggest to reduce the
functionality of these stacks, see Section 6.1. In our
view, there are several components of current grid
middleware stacks that can be considered for promotion outside of the actual grid middleware as independent services of the management software
layer such that the corresponding policies can be accessed by all interacting VREs. Similarly, the DNS is
something separate from the Internet protocol layers
but actually all the actors in the Internet scenario
agreed to it. We have identified the components of
the following list to be promising candidates for such
promotion:
– VO management,
– accounting and billing,
– resource and job monitoring,
– security (certificate management as a first step).
For instance, the accounting and billing systems
should be run in each individual VRE by exploiting the primitive accounting and billing facilities of
the management software layer. These primitives
provide the data necessary to implement global,
inter-grid accounting and billing activities.
In addition, the migration of some basic mechanisms in Grid middleware to operating systems
might be helpful. Promising candidates for this migration are in particular those mechanisms that are
considered necessary and universal, and whose implementation is not subject to further research. As
an example, the XtreemOS project [11] suggests to
migrate authentication mechanisms to the Linux operating system level. Note that there are different
reasons for both types of migrations:
– Mechanisms are migrated to the operating system
level mainly for efficiency reasons and to reduce
security pitfalls while moving up policies into external inter-grid entities supports interoperability.
– Transferring a mechanism to the operating systems level requires a general consensus by manu-

7. Grid and Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a new concept that has
evolved recently from the grid world [10,3]. Cloud
computing is based upon a simple business model
providing on-demand service. It was started by
several companies that have offered various Cloud
services. More recently, academia and funding organizations alike consider Cloud computing to be
interesting as it may improve flexibility and reduce
fixed costs [13]. The simplicity of the business model
and the commercial success of Cloud computing
may have caused many companies to move away
from grid computing and adopt Cloud computing
instead. In order to determine the future development of grid computing in comparison to Cloud
computing, it is first necessary to distinguish grid
and Cloud computing. Unfortunately, such a distinction turns out to be rather difficult as there is
no generally accepted definition for each approach.
To describe grid computing, we cited several publications, see Section 3. For Cloud computing, we
first describe its three major variants which are
used in most publications covering this subject:
(i) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) mainly provides compute and storage resources to users.
The special features of the installation base are
hidden with the help of a virtualization layer.
This enables a multitude of applications to use
the infrastructure. Amazon’s Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) is an example of IaaS.
(ii) Platform as a Service (PaaS) offers hardware
resources and some additional software layers.
In comparison to IaaS, it provides more support for the development of applications. Microsoft’s Azure is an example of PaaS.
(iii) Software as a Service (SaaS) simply delivers
software on demand to users without requiring
11

the user to install and run the application on
his own computer. Google’s Doc is one of many
examples for SaaS.
The literature further distinguishes between private clouds that are operated within an enterprise
and public or community clouds that are available
to users from different institutions or companies. In
our context of grid computing, only public clouds
are relevant. Although some definitions of grid computing come very close to IaaS, see Section 3, most
people agree that virtual organizations and virtual
research environments are not included in the Cloud
computing business model. In addition to the lack
of centralized control of resource coordination [20],
this constitutes the major difference between Cloud
and grid computing.
Looking at current grid projects, we can realize
that several concepts of Cloud computing are already included into grid computing:
– VREs have partially adopted the SaaS approach
and (intend to) provide their users with application software on demand that is run on remote
grid resources.
– Resource providers make increasing use of virtualization and may provide some form of IaaS within
a grid.
– The importance of business models is gaining increasing attention even in research. Of course the
sources of funding for research will generally be
others than for commercial activities.
Nowadays, public research is under similar constraints as commercial activities. Therefore, flexibility and cost reduction have become substantial issues in the academic world as well. Hence, Cloud
computing may become attractive as an alternative
to academic in-house computing if academic users
can actually benefit from Cloud computing. For researchers, the key aspect will be general availability
and ease of use of the services. We believe that end
users will be happy with having a specified and guaranteed level of service provided at reasonable cost
within the standardized environment of their VRE
and will not insist on a locally provided service by
their compute center [15].
However, before remote on-demand services will
also spread in the academic world, some obstacles
must be removed. For instance, consider the management of licenses. We have already pointed out
that it is not the pure cycle selling that makes the
future grid attractive but the full software service.
Therefore, independent software vendors (ISVs) will
play an important role. Through their license poli-

cies they will be able to drive the future development. However, as of today, grid computing and
VREs are often considered as a menace to existing
licensing models. Future strategies must be more
flexible and need to create a win-win situation for
everybody: ISVs, managers of VREs, and users.
8. Summary and Conclusions
To evaluate the perspectives of grid computing,
several aspects are analyzed in this paper. At first
the evolution of grid computing is compared with
the evolution of the Internet. Although grid computing heavily relies on the Internet and the Internet already provides some services similar to grid computing we came to the conclusion that grid computing
is likely to evolve differently than the Internet. For
instance, we do not believe that grid computing will
rapidly be adopted by a mass market. Therefore, the
name Next Generation Internet for grid computing
is misleading in our view. We also identified various
key aspects in the development of the Internet that
are currently missing for grid computing but would
be helpful in accelerating grid development. Altogether, we think that a comparison to the evolution
of the Internet may provide valuable hints to determine promising directions of grid research.
Further, it is our strong belief that the future of
grid computing will depend on key applications that
require the dynamic use of large-scale compute and
data resources. We already see an increasing interest in these applications in academia. For instance,
the trend towards a virtual representation of the
real world may provide such an application scenario.
Further, the smart combination of online data from
sensor networks and arbitrary archives on the one
hand and computing facilities on the other hand will
provide novel services. The benefit of these services
may not be restricted to scientific fields but also
reach into industrial and societal domains. Moreover, the use of large data-resources requires sharing to distribute cost and invariably leads to virtual
(research) environments that are one of the cornerstones of grid computing. Therefore, we suggest that
future grid projects shall focus on the generation of
these virtual (research) environments.
The once foreseen global and open grid infrastructure did not emerge yet. So far, a general need for
interoperable Grids has not been demonstrated. But
we can already observe more specific forms of interoperability that can be achieved on application and
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middleware levels [12,48,32]. The realization of these
forms of interoperability requires a mature and reliable middleware. Unfortunately, current Grid middlewares implementations do not only fail to interoperate seamlessly but they are also too complex to
allow quick appropriate modifications. For the sake
of reducing this complexity, we suggest that some
of the necessary grid functionality should be moved
from the middleware to other components. For instance, security and data integration are key requirements which can be integrated into the operating
system. Other functions, like meta-scheduling and
brokering, can become independent services that are
possibly deployed on an application level. To solve
these middleware related problems, we feel that the
mere investment in new productions grids is not sufficient. In addition, support of more basic research
in the grid domain is required.
The use of Cloud computing and virtualization
techniques may generate new ways to provide and
to utilize resources. Virtual research environments
may heavily use the SaaS concept. Therefore, we
believe that it would be a big mistake to consider
Cloud computing as a competitor to grids as both
approaches can benefit from each other. We strongly
urge not to waste our time in simply redefining terms
or key technologies: clusters, grids, Clouds... what
is in a name? Here we simply refer to Ian Foster
who recently 38 quoted Miron Livny saying: "I was
doing Cloud computing way before people called it
Grid computing", referring to the Condor technology [17] 39 .
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